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ABSTRACTWe investigate the algorithmi approximation of ordinarydi�erential equations having a known onservation law, with�nite di�erene shemes whih inherit a disrete version ofthe onservation law. We use the method of moving frameson a multispae due to Olver. We assume that the systemof ODEs to be studied has a variational priniple and thatthe onservation law arises from a variational symmetry viaNoether's theorem.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsG.1.2 [Approximation℄: Nonlinear approximation; I.1.2[Symboli and algebrai manipulation℄: Algorithms;J.2 [Physial Sienes and Engineering℄
General TermsAlgorithms
Keywordsmoving frames, variational priniples, approximation, sym-metry
1. INTRODUCTIONIt has been observed that numerial integrators whih pre-serve energy, potential vortiity, sympletiity, integrabili-ty, and so forth, exhibit good long term approximation ofphysially important qualitative features. Hene substantialresearh e�ort is underway to obtain and analyse disreteapproximations whih inherit onservation laws or other ge-ometri properties. We refer the reader to the exellent sur-vey artiles [1, 13℄ for a guide to the literature, examplesand results. Approximations obtained by disretising thevariational priniples underlying the ontinuous models areof great interest [20, 8℄. Indeed, many physially importantonserved quantities an be obtained by applying Noether'stheorem to a variational priniple.
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The use of Noether's theorem to �nd onservation laws re-quires the appliation of symmetry analysis to di�erentialequations and their assoiated Lagrangians. The omputa-tion of symmetries and onservation laws is now a standardpart of omputer algebra[9℄, requiring the use of harater-isti set algorithms to simplify the overdetermined systemsof di�erential equations that arise en route (f. [10, 15, 18℄.More reently, software pakages whih utilise related om-putations suh as equivalene lasses for on-line symboliintegrators of nonlinear ordinary di�erential equations, arebeing developed[3, 4, 19℄.The ultimate aim of the line of investigation of the presentartile is to have a set of software tools whih answer ques-tions suh as, \what possible numerial integration shemesexist, for the system of di�erential equations at hand, whihpossess analogues of given geometri properties?" Further,we would want to know in some detail how good they are,and how they an best be used. This is learly a majorundertaking. We begin by asking whether disretisationsan be found by algorithmi methods, suited to symboliomputation, whih preserve a �rst integral of an ordinarydi�erential equation obtained as a onservation law of a La-grangian. This is an important �rst step in the developmentof an algorithm to �nd disretisations whih preserve on-served quantities of higher dimensional equations.Suppose a given ODE is invariant under a �nite dimensionalLie group G. The method of moving frames [6, 7℄ as it ap-plies in the so-alled multispae for urves, de�ned reentlyby Olver [17℄, yields a �nite di�erene approximation whihinherits the group G as its symmetry group. If the ODE isan Euler-Lagrange equation and if the �rst integral arises vi-a Noether's theorem from a variational symmetry, then onemight hope to use a moving frame on a multipoint spae toobtain an approximation whih inherits the variational sym-metry. Using methods similar to those reently announedin [12℄, there will then be a onservation law of the disreti-sation whih relates in a natural way to the integral of theoriginal. Here we show how this programme might work anddisuss the issues that arise.We take for our main example the Emden-Fowler ODE� : y00 + 2y0x + y5 = 0 (1)1



whih is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the LagrangianL = �x2(y0)2=2 + x2y6=6 (2)The group ationx� = xe2�; y� = ye�� (3)generates a variational symmetry; Ldx is an invariant one-form. The onservation law or �rst integral obtained froma straightforward appliation of Noether's theorem is�1 = x3(y0)2 + x2yy0 + x3y6=3: (4)First we disuss the multipoint spae onstrution, and thengive the moving frame for the given group ation. Next wedisuss an analogue, for disrete systems, of the variation-al methods whih form the ontext for Noether's theorem.This is the theorem whih yields onservation laws fromvariational symmetries. We obtain a disretisation of (1)whih inherits the variational symmetry. Hene we derivea di�erential-di�erene onservation law for the di�ereneequation, with the mesh spaing as a new independent vari-able. We show this onservation law has, for its ontinuumlimit, the integral (4).
2. MULTISPACE AND MOVING FRAMESOne major appliation of multispae is that it allows dif-ferential equations and their approximations to be onsid-ered as aspets of a single mathematial onstrution. Wegive here an outline of the onstrution of the multispae ofurves, and refer the reader to [17℄ for the details and proofs.We then disuss and show an example of a moving frame.The group invariants obtained from the frame will be usedin the next setion.De�nition 1. Let M be a manifold. An (n + 1)-pointedurve C = (z0; � � � zn;C) lying in M onsists of a smoothurve C � M and (n + 1) not neessarily distint pointslying on the urve.De�nition 2. Let #i = #fj j zj = zi g. Two urves areequivalent , (z0; � � � zn;C) � (~z0; � � � ~zn; ~C) if and only if forall i, zi = ~zi and setting k = #i� 1, then the kth jet of Cat zi equals the kth jet of ~C at zi.Equivalene is a generalisation of the notion of nth orderontat. If the (n + 1) points zj oinide, then the pointedurves are equivalent preisely when they have nth orderontat. If the (n+ 1) points are distint, then equivalenemeans simply that ~zi = zi for all i.De�nition 3. The multispae of urves M (n) on a mani-fold M onsists of the equivalene lasses of the set of all(n+ 1)-pointed urves.By onstrution, M (n) ontains both J(n)(M), the nth jetbundle over M , as well as the set M}(n+1), the Cartesianprodut of (n + 1) opies of M minus the set of points atwhih any two omponents are equal. The intermediate as-es, where some but not all the points on the urve oinide,

are elements of o�-diagonal Cartesian produts of jet bun-dles.Co-ordinates on M (n) are de�ned reursively. A typial ele-ment of M (n) is the equivalene lass of (z0; � � � zn;C) wherez = (x; f(x)) is the urve C. De�ne [zj ℄C = f(xj), and[z0z1 � � � zk℄C = limz!zk [z0 � � � zk�2z℄C � [z0 � � � zk�1℄Cx� xk�1 (5)where z = (x; f(x)) 2 C tends to (xk; f(xk)) along theurve. If zk 6= zk�1 we an replae z by zk diretly in thedi�erene quotient and ignore the limit. If all (k+1) pointsoinide, then [z0 � � � z0℄C = f (k)(x0)=k!. The independentvariables and k![z0z1 � � � zk℄C , k � 0 form a loal o-ordinatesystem on M (n).We wish to onsider onservation laws whih arise from avariational symmetry, so we onsider group ations on themultispae of urves. If the Lie group G ats smoothly onM , there is an indued ation onM (n); one simply takes theindued ation on the urves and the points that lie on it.On J(n)(M), the ation is the standard prolongation of thegroup ation, obtainable using the hain rule of di�erentia-tion, while on M}(n+1) the ation amounts to the produtation.De�nition 4. If G � K ! K is a smooth ation of G,then a right moving frame on K is a right G-equivariantmap � : K ! G, that is, �(g � z) = �(z)g�1.Moving frames exist if and only if the ation is regular andfree. In pratie frames are de�ned, and used, only loally.We refer the reader to [6, 7℄ for details, disussion, proofsand examples.In pratie a right moving frame is obtained by solving aset of equations of the form �(g � z) = 0 for g as a funtionof z 2 K; that is, the frame satis�es 	(�(z) � z) = 0. Onerequires � to satisfy the onditions of the impliit funtiontheorem so that the solution is unique. The system � = 0is known as the set of normalisation equations.Theorem 1. The omponents of I(z) = �(z) � z are invari-ants.Proof. I(g �z) = �(g �z)g �z = �(z)g�1g �z = �(z) �z = I(z).Thus, one the frame is known, the invariants are s-traightforward to obtain; one simply evaluates the ompo-nents of g � z on the frame! Further, a simple replaementrule enables any invariant funtion to be written in terms ofthese invariants.Theorem 2 (Fels-Olver-Thomas). Let y1, : : : yN beloal o-ordinates of a point in z 2 K and suppose �(z) � z =(Y1; � � �YN). If F (z) = F (g �z) is an invariant funtion, thenF (y1; : : : yN) = F (Y1; : : : YN).Thus, to �nd the expression of F in terms of the invari-ants, simply replae eah yi with the orresponding ompo-nent of I.Example Consider the group ation (3). The prolonga-tion to the derivatives of y is obtained by the hain rule;dny�dx�n = e�2n�1 dnydxn :2



To obtain the ation on the oordinates ofM (n), let wk = z�kfor all k. Then[w0℄ = e��[z0℄[w0w1℄ = lim(x;y)!(x0;y0) e��(y � y1)e2�(x� x1) = e�3�[z0z1℄[w0 � � �wn℄ = e�(2n+1)�[z0 � � � zn℄ (6)If we take the normalisation equation to be [w0℄ = 1, thenthe frame is given by e� = [z0℄. The invariants are obtainedby evaluating the [w0 � � �wk℄ on the frame, whene the in-variants areJ0 = x[z0℄2; Mk = [z0 � � � zk℄=[z0℄2k+1:The orresponding di�erential invariants areJ0;di� = xy2; Mk;di� = y�2k�1 dkydxkwhile the �rst two �nite di�erene invariants areM1;� = 1y30 y1 � y0x1 � x0 ;M2;� = 1y50 (x1 � x0)y2 + (x0 � x2)y1 + (x2 � x1)y0(x2 � x0)(x1 � x0)(x2 � x1)where we have used the subsripts `di�' and `�' to de-note the di�erential and di�erene versions of the multispaequantities.Looking at the Emden-Fowler equation (1), by dividingby y5 we obtain the ODE in terms of di�erential invariants.Using the replaement rule, we an immediately write downa multispae approximation to the ODE whih inherits thesymmetry, namelyM2 + 2M1=J0 + 1 = 0: (7)We want to somehow translate these quantities to be interms of the disretisation variables yn, and n, to obtain adisrete equation with the orret symmetry. Consider thestandard mesh, xn = nh. (This mesh is a natural hoieas it is ompatible with the saling group, a point disussedbelow.) Sine n annot vary in a ontinuous way, n must bean invariant, and the group ation indued on h is then h� =e2�h. The idea of using a moving mesh was suggested byDorodnitsyn [5℄. If we translate the multi-spae invariantsto `typial' disretisation o-ordinates, namely yj ! yn+j ,xj ! (n+ j)h, to obtain disrete invariants, we obtainJ0;t = nhy2n; M1;t = yn+1 � ynhy3n ;M2;t = yn+2 � 2yn+1 + yn2h2y5n (8)where the subsript t denotes `typial' (for want of a betterterm). The invariants for other mesh spaings are derivedsimilarly.Using the standard mesh approximation in this naiveway, we obtain an ordinary di�erene equation approxima-tion to the Emden-Fowler equation (1). Unfortunately theresulting equation does not have an underlying disrete vari-ational priniple; it is not a disrete Euler-Lagrange equa-tion (in the sense of [12℄). Hene a onservation law annotbe obtained via Noether's theorem. We investigate how to

obtain a di�erene equation for whih there is a variationalpriniple in the next setion.We remark that the \standard mesh" xn = nh is om-patible with the saling group we onsider here, in the sensethat saling and disretisation using a standard mesh om-mute. Indeed, it has been shown that saling groups arethe only groups whih ommute with the usual disretisa-tion proess [2℄. However, the multispae method yields anapproximation for any group ation. Further, just as anynon-trivial group ation an be transformed (in priniple)to a translation group, in the so-alled anonial variables,so an it be transformed to a saling group (in the exponen-tiated anonial variables). Of ourse, the mesh ompatiblewith the group in the original variables may be highly non-linear. The derivation and the study of the pratiality andappliation of ompatible meshes is a topi for further study.
3. DISCRETE VARIATIONAL METHODS

AND CONSERVATION LAWSA rigorous analogue of the variational omplex for di�ereneequations was reently developed [12℄, and all proofs of ourassertions appear there. We onsider equations de�ned onone-dimensional latties, and show the relevant alulationsfor our main example.De�nition 5. The shift operator ating on funtions of n,un and (a �nite number of) iterates of un, is de�ned byS(Pn) = S(P (n; un; : : : ; un+m))= P (n+ 1; un+1; : : : ; un+m+1)= Pn+1:Theorem 3. The adjoint of the shift operator with respetto the `2 inner produt, is S�1.Proof. PS(Pn)Qn =PPn+1Qn=PPnQn�1 =PPnS�1(Qn) (9)by a hange of dummy variable.If a disrete Lagrangian Ln is given, then the assoiateddisrete Euler-Lagrange equation isE(Ln) =Xm S�m �Ln�un+m = 0: (10)De�nition 6. If Pn = 0 is a di�erene equation, de�ne itslinearisation to beDP (Q) = dd� ���=0P (n; un + �Qn; : : : ; un+m + �Qn+m):Theorem 4. A di�erene equation Pn = 0 is an Euler-Lagrange equation if and only if the linearisation DP is selfadjoint with respet to the `2 inner produt. That is, ifXDP (Q)n � Rn =XQn �DP (R)n:The self-adjointness of the linearisation is the riterionwhih guarantees that the disretisation has a disrete vari-ational priniple.3



Returning to our example, �rst note that the ontinuousEuler-Lagrange operator ating on (2) yields P = x2�. Thelinearisation has the self-adjoint (Sturm-Liouville) formDP (Q) = � ddx �(�x2) ddxQ�+ 5x2y4Qand thus we an translate this to a self-adjoint di�ereneform quite simply, it is(S�1 � id)fn(S � id)Qn + gny4nQn = 0where id is the identity operator and fn = f(n; h), gn =g(n; h) are to be determined. We do not at this point trans-late x2 to a disrete quantity, as we need the freedom to en-sure the neessary onditions of symmetry are met. Henewe onsider the di�erene equationPn : (S�1 � id)fn(S � id)yn + gny5n= �fnyn+1 + (fn + fn�1)yn � fn�1yn�1 + gny5n= 0: (11)Remark Reall we have taken xn = nh, with h a pa-rameter. In general, if we regard yn, xn as two dependentvariables, then we need two equations, as there will be anEuler-Lagrange equation derived from a Lagrangian for eahdependent variable.The homotopy operator (f. [12℄) whih yields the La-grangian Ln for an equation Pn = 0 whose linearisation DPis self-adjoint is Ln = Z 10 Pn(�y)yn d�:The notation Pn(�y) means that in the expression for Pn,yn+k is replaed by �yn+k for all k. The Lagrangian ob-tained from (11) isLn = � 12 (fnyn+1yn � (fn + fn�1)y2n + fn�1ynyn�1)+ 16gny6n: (12)De�nition 7. A group ation is a variational symmetryof a disrete Euler-Lagrange equation with Lagragian Ln =Ln(n; h; yn) if Ln dh dn is an invariant form.(In [12℄, the notation � is used for dn.)The disretisation (11) needs to have P = x2� (where� is given in (1)) for its ontinuum limit, while having thegroup ationn� = n; h� = e2�h; y�n = e��yn (13)as a variational symmetry. This yields onditions on fn andgn, the funtions to be determined.The ondition L�dh�dn� = Ldhdn yields� 12 �(f�n � fn)yn+1yn + (f�n � fn + fn�1 � f�n�1)y2n+ (f�n�1 � fn�1)ynyn�1℄ + 16 (g�Ne�4� � gn)y6n = 0(14)

In this ase we havef�n = fn; g�n = e4�gn (15)by inspetion. More generally, one would obtain a set ofoverdetermined equations to solve.Next, the ondition that the ontinuum limit of Pn isx2� must hold. Setting yn = y(x), andyn�1 = y(x� h) = y(x)� hy0(x) + 12h2y00(x) +O(h3)we havePn = � 12h2y00(fn + fn�1) + hy0(fn�1 � fn)+gny5 +O(h3)� x2y00 + 2xy0 + x2y5= n2h2y00 + 2nhy0 + n2h2y5using x = nh. Equating oeÆients we obtainfn + fn�1 = �2n2; fn � fn�1 = �2n; gn = n2h2:Thus fn = �n(n+ 1); gn = n2h2:These satisfy the group ation equations (15).Theorem 5. The equationPn = n(n+ 1)yn+1 � 2n2yn + n(n� 1)yn�1 + h2n2y5n = 0(16)has P = x2� for its ontinuum limit, is a disrete Euler-Lagrange equation with LagrangianLn = 12 (n(n+ 1)ynyn+1 � 2n2y2n + n(n� 1)ynyn�1)+16h2n2y6n (17)and has the group ation (13) as a variational symmetry.Although the homotopy operator provides a systematitehnique for onstruting a Lagrangian Ln, this Lagrangianis not unique. Any other funtion L̂n that di�ers from Lnby a total di�erene, (S� id)H, is also a Lagrangian for thedi�erene equation. This freedom enables us to replae theLagrangian (17) with the equivalent LagrangianL̂n = Ln + (S � id)( 12n(n� 1)yn(yn�1 � yn))= � 12n(n+ 1)(yn+1 � yn)2 + 16h2n2y6n: (18)Clearly, this Lagrangian tends to the ontinuous Lagrangianin the limit as h! 0 with x = nh �xed.Finally, we onstrut the onservation law guaranteed byNoether's theorem. For onveniene, we shall use L̂n ratherthan Ln; the onservation laws of the two Lagrangians areequivalent. Taking d(L̂n(n; h�; y�n) � e�2�L̂n)=d� at � = 0yields (yn + 2hy0n)�L̂n�yn + S(yn + 2hy0n) �L̂n�yn+1+2h �L̂n�h + 2L̂n = 0; (19)4



where y0n = �yn=�h. We now mimi the use of integrationby parts to obtain the onservation law (f. [16℄, page 272).For the disrete part of (19), \integration by parts" takesthe form S(f)g � fS�1g = (S � id)(fS�1g):Equation (19) an then be written in the form,(yn + 2hy0n)E(L̂n)+(S � id) [n(n� 1)(yn + 2hy0n)(yn � yn�1)℄+ ��h � 13n2h3y6n � n(n+ 1)h(yn+1 � yn)2� = 0:The onservation law for solutions of E(L̂n) = 0 is then(S � id) [n(n� 1)(yn + 2hy0n)(yn � yn�1)℄+ ��h � 13n2h3y6n � n(n+ 1)h(yn+1 � yn)2� = 0: (20)Theorem 6. The ontinuum limit of (20) is (4).Proof. Multiplying and dividing the �rst summand by h2and the seond by n, setting x = nh and noting (1=n)d=dh =d=dx, yields that the ontinuum limit of (20) is indeed the�rst integral (4) of (1).Thus the onservation law (20) is the desired disreteapproximation of the integral for the disretisation (16) ofthe Emden-Fowler ODE (1).In fat, Pn is the \entral di�erene" disretisation of �,and the reader might well remark that we have worked veryhard to �nd a well-known approximation. However, alongthe way we have obtained the disrete variational prinipleand the onservation law, so that we have, in fat, provedthat the entral di�erene disretisation is a \geometri in-tegrator" for the equation.Finally we relate the disretisation found to the multi-spae invariants of x2. In fat, if we had made a entraldi�erene translation of the multi-spae invariants ratherthan the obvious `typial' one used earlier, we would haveobtained the orret answer in one go (but without realis-ing why!) We onlude this setion by onjeturing that themost important part of a seond order Euler-Lagrange equa-tion, for the purposes of �nding a disrete approximation toa onservation law, will be its assoiated Sturm-Liouvilleoperator, and that the requirements for the disretisation tohave a self-adjoint linearisation ensure that a entral di�er-ene approximation of some kind will be obtained.
4. DISCUSSIONOur method assumes that the ordinary di�erential equa-tion being studied has a onservation law whih arises viaa variational symmetry. In other words, the equation is anEuler-Lagrange equation and its Lagrangian form L dx isinvariant under a spei�ed group ation.The method we propose, to �nd a disretisation whihinherits the onservation law, is as follows. First the in-variants of the group ation on the relevant multispae arealulated [17℄. This is a \solve and bak-substitute" prob-lem. A mesh whih is ompatible with the group ation isobtained (an open problem in general, requiring anonialo-ordinates for the group ation) and the group invariantsin terms of the mesh variables obtained from the multispae

invariants. These mesh invariants are the building bloksfor the assoiated disrete Lagrangian. The linearised equa-tion is written in self-adjoint form and translated to a dis-retised self-adjoint equation. A Lagrangian is obtained bythe homotopy operator [12℄, requiring symboli integration.The undetermined oeÆient funtions are alulated by theneed for the group ation to leave invariant the Lagrangianform and to obtain the orret ontinuum limit, onditionswhih generate overdetermined systems to be solved. Fi-nally the onservation law is obtained by the di�erential-di�erene version of Noether's theorem. This last requires\integration by parts", ode to do this for PDE systems isnow well-established, along with other methods for alulat-ing onservation laws for general PDE systems[21, 22℄.We remark that �rst integrals an be obtained diretlyfrom general ordinary di�erene equations [11℄ even if thereis no underlying Lagrangian struture.The alulations outlined above are arried out in this ar-tile for the simple example, equation (1). Its suess hintsthat the method should work for more general examples, butalso raises many questions. If we want a robust algorithmto obtain a disretisation whih inherits a onservation law,then we need to understand in more detail: (i) the methodwhereby a mesh whih is ompatible with the group ationis obtained, (ii) the method whereby an operator whihis self-adjoint with respet to the inner produt on L2 anbe \translated" to an operator whih is self-adjoint withrespet to the inner produt on `2, suh that the disreteoperator has the ontinuous operator as a ontinuum lim-it. Our example shows that for seond order Lagrangians,putting the linearised equation into Sturm-Liouville form,and using entral di�erene o-ordinates on the multispae,are the key.Even if these questions an be resolved in priniple forwide lasses of equations, the possibility of implementingour algorithm in a symboli omputing environment raisesfurther problems. An implementation of a number of thealulations assoiated with moving frames for di�erentialsystems, suh as the reurrene formulae for invariantiseddi�erentiation, has been implemented in Maple[14℄. Howev-er, an e�etive implemention of the moving frame methodfor �nding the invariants with whih to write down the ap-proximation, would require the veri�ation of the onditionsof the impliit funtion theorem with only algebrai tools;this is one main diÆulty of the \solve and bak-substitute"problem mentioned above. For partiular lasses of normali-sation equations used to de�ne the frame, suh as polynomi-al equations forming a prime ideal, e�etive algebrai toolsshould exist.Nevertheless, in pratial appliations, we would hopethat many of the steps ould be arried out symbolially.Finally, the pratiality of the \geometri" disretisa-tions obtained needs to be investigated. Can they be im-plemented to yield an eÆient numerial integrator, and dothe numerial alulations that result give insight into physi-ally important problems? This question is part of the widerdebate on whether geometri integrators are better integra-tors, or not; time will tell.5



Despite the signi�ant questions that remain, we feel ourmethod is a potentially useful addition to the known meth-ods for this extremely important problem, deserving of fur-ther investigation.
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